Abstract. Online CQA (community question-answering) systems are a hot topic today. Users can freely ask and answer questions in any subject with little restrictions. Such communities are a good resource for automatic question-answering systems, providing resourceful natural-language question-answer pairs with sub-attributes like rankings, scores, likes and so forth for evaluation. Traditional question retrieval engines use the same word for searching but neglect similar expressions, which may lead to lexical gap, omitting results with similar expressions. In this article, we build a question-answering system in Chinese based on corpuses selected from online Chinese cQAs by selecting the most similar query in the database with trained word embedding. Results show our method performs better in bridging lexical gap than traditional inverted index.
Introduction

Community Question Answering (CQA)
Community Question Answering systems are getting more and more popular today. These online communities provide users with an open space to ask questions in certain domains and get answers from experts in such fields. Popular websites such as Baidu Knows and Yahoo! Answer have multiple classifications and sub-classifications. Users can find labels for their questions and view answers afterwards with comments, opinions such as "likes" or "helps not", or even certain grades in a level. Such questions and answers can be viewed, commented and thus ranked by any user. All this information provide sufficient corpus and attribute data for applications of cQA in the field of Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval.
Word Embedding
Word Embedding has gained a lot of popularity and is now a very powerful tool in solving NLP problems. Among all, the most popular version is Google's word2vec [1] . Word2vec is a group of related models that are used to produce word embedding. These models are shallow, two-layer neural networks that are trained to reconstruct linguistic contexts of words. Word2vec takes as its input a large corpus of text and produces a high-dimensional space (typically of several hundred dimensions), with each unique word in the corpus being assigned a corresponding vector in the space. Word vectors are positioned in the vector space such that words that share common contexts in the corpus are located in close proximity to one another in the space. Thus it's easy to compute similarity between words using Word2Vec. Similarities computed this way can bridge lexical gap well and do better on different nominal properties than traditional similarities computed by semantic tree. Google has stopped the service of Word2Vec but some other word has been done. Gensim, for instance, is a convenient tool for Deep Learning with word2vec in Python. In this paper we use word2vec and doc2vec language models built with python package gensim to compute sentence similarities.
SemEval Competition
SemEval [4] , Semantic Evaluation Exercises is an international workshop on semantic evaluation. Every year several tasks with datasets are released for participants to find the best solution. Task 3 is always on the topic of community question answering. Question-question similarity and question-comment similarity are the key in the task. Results show that neural networks of word embedding of translation model work the best.
Proposed Approach
We build a question-answer archive with 208240 question-answer pairs from 360 Wenda with their given categories using web crawler and store them both as plain texts and in database (See Table 1 and Table 2 ). All the corpus are preprocessed by removing all the stop words and segmented. Language models are built with gensim tool and for every query given, sentence similarity with every question in the archive is computed to get the most similar question and its answer as the output.
Database Table 1 and Table 2 show the structure and attribute of the database we build from the question-answer pairs with their topics as attributes from 360 Wenda cQA. Algorithm The simplified flow chart is shown below. For every query given, we look through all the queries in the database and compute the similarity between the two sentences using both word2vec model and doc2vec model. For every computation, only the query with larger similarity than the currently maximum one would be stored. Question with the largest similarity is chosen as the best candidate among two results got from two models. Note that at first there should be a threshold in case all the candidates hold a very little similarity because of the lack of similar questions in the database with the given query. 
Evaluation
We tested some queries on command line and the following figures show some typical examples.
For every query, the retrieving process is showed and the final sorted result list is printed with the best answer given.
It can be seen from the results that when the question-answer archive contains very similar or the same answer the retrieval result is very good, and the answer can be explicit and vivid, which outperforms the simple, rigid ones extracted from common knowledge database.
However, when the query doesn't have a good match in the cQA archive, the results can be none or very bad. As the amount of the archive is quite limited and to shorten the testing time, here I only use all the question-answer pair segmentation (which is around 92M with whitespaces included in the format of plain text). Thus the word distance can be very exact and the dictionary limited. Also queries and questions can be very short, thus common stop words like "how", "why", "what" and so forth can be quite important information. Here instead of using key words to detect the type of the query so as the limit the amount of all the questions in the archive for future computing I simply remain such words and compute similarity directly against all the questions(which are of a small amount and quite quick to finish).
Results show that same type of such words can still be found with word similarity computed from cosine value of word vectors, and that queries with such words can still be found. However, different words in a query may still have different influences and stop words can sometimes be a distribution. Word "where" is found and the type of question is correct, yet the more important word "the United States" is not found. Of course, this deficiency lies also a lot in the limitation of the cQA archive. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce our question-answering model based on community question-answering question-pair collections in Chinese. The system is offline with sufficient data to support questions in various domains, and showed good results when the searched query has similar question in the collection. Results show that this system behaves well in bridging lexical gap.
